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"When I am required to rig a
character I run into problems one
after another and eventually call it
good long before it really is."

Sandra Gilbert
Manager/Editor
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Recently I read that one way todetermine if your animation works is toturn off the sound. Can you still followthe story?
A few days later, with that tip floatingaround my subconscious, I hear myfour year old laughing herself silly. Shewas watching Pink Panther. I rememberwatching Pink Panther when I was a kidand laughing myself silly just like shewas doing. Each episode was filled withthings going wrong for the inspectorand the Pink Panther just seemed toalways come out on top.
I sat down to watch with my four yearold and realized that not only is PinkPanther still funny, it is an excellent tool/ resource for studying animationtechniques.
Remember that "turn off the sound tip"?Here is a perfect example of that tip inpractice. There is almost no dialog andyet even a four year old can followalong with the story.
Lines of action are clear, the 10principles of animation are used togreat effect, silhouettes are boldlydrawn and the characters have veryexpressive faces and body actions. Thisis classic animation at its best.

So google Pink Panther and sit on downfor some hysterically funny studying.

Lee Salvemini returns with Volume 2 ofhis Character Creation series. Thesecond installment will take themodeled Ninja and make it animationready. This is truly a complete referencefor rigging that you can come back toagain at any point during your timelearning Blender.

Sebastian König has posted a videotutorial on Vimeo showing how easy it isto use face tracking data fromeasycapstudio.com in Blender. Inaddition to the video, Sebastian hasposted a link to get tracking data fromeasycapstudio.com as well as a link forthe model he used in the tutorial.

Sebastian König’s Mammoth gets riggedfor animation at cmiVFX with the help ofNathan Vegdahl.
There is over 6 hours of content, dividedinto a two part masterclass covering thesecrets of perfect weighting, efficient

control rigs and elegant shape keys.
The first part will cover some essentialrigging concepts, the setup of thedeformation rig and creating ananimator-friendly control rig withcustom bone shapes.
The second part of this tutorial(originally part of the first video) coversweighting, corrective shape keys andnon-corrective shape keys.
Blender Cookie has excellent riggingtutorials covering a variety of rig types,tips and usages. You can find thetutorials in the Animation section. Mostare free, a few like the Baker series arecitizen exclusives. These are a greatinvestment in your Blender education

www.blenderart.org Issue 34 - Rigs, addons and more

Izzy Speaks

http://www.cgmasters.net/training-dvds/character-creation-rigging/
http://www.vimeo.com/24016505?pg=embed&sec=24016505
http://www.cmivfx.com/tutorials/view/302/Blender+Massive+Mammoth+Masterclass:+Rigging+V1
http://easycapstudio.com/
http://www.blendercookie.com/
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One of the classic problems in3D is how to rig tank treads. It’ssort of like a prime numberproblem in programming. It'seasy to rig the tank tread in ananimation with Blender, but itdoes not work in-game becausethe constraints in animationand games are different. I'm going toshow you how to create a tank treadrigging system with a python script forthe Blender Game Engine.
The solution is a little bit complexbecause some useful constraints donot work in-game. This means I haveto create all the movement androtation of each tread with the pythonscript.

Create one object to be a path ofmovement (this should be a mesh, nota curve). The object must have manyvertices because the movement ofeach tread part will read from thevertices of the path.
Read the coordinates of the vertices inthe path object and store this value to

a list variable.
Create many tread parts and makethem run along a path. The distance ofeach tread part will be about 15-20vertices of the path.
Make each tread part rotatable byfinding the slope of the current vertexthat the tread is on and the nextvertex in the path object. Then convertthe slope to a value in degrees androtate each tread part with this value.

Create an engine and wheel object toplace inside the tank treads.

Next, create an object to be the pathby going to Add / Mesh / Circle. I setvertices to 500 and named this object"line". Then, modify it in edit mode foreach tread part that will be runningalong the object.

Make each wheel the same object byusing the join command and renamethem to “wheel1” , “wheel2” , “wheel3”,… (as shown in the image). Then,make “wheel1” rotatable by creating 3states
State 1 : no rotation

State 2 : rotate along X-Axis for -1˚C(forward rotation)

by - Chaiwit Jarunyakorn(Graphicianz)
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State 3 : rotate along X-Axis for 1˚ C(backward rotation)

Copy all of the logic bricks from “wheel1” tothe others by selecting “wheel2” to “wheel6”,and then select “wheel1” last. Go to Object /Game / Copy Logic Bricks. So, if I want thesewheels to stop, rotate forward or rotatebackward, I just change their state to 1, 2, 3 bypython script or doing it directly.
One characteristic of tank treads is that theyare like a small piece of chain that connectstogether. For the example piece, the top is onthe Z axis and the side is on the Y axis. Youshould place a small piece on the same axisthat I have. Otherwise, you'll have a problemduring rotation because I'll refer to these axeswhen I rotate each piece in the python script.Rename the tread to “tread_part.000”.

Now create a script named "readVerts.py". Iuse this script to read all the vertices from the"line" object. The vertices have avector data type that stores x,y andz coordinates. Many vertices arestored as a "list" variable, but eachcoordinate is a local coordinate ofthe "line" object. In that case, if I move a pathto anywhere in the scene, the coordinate thatI read is still the same, but I need somethingdifferent. What I need is the coordinate dataof each vertex in the path object thatreferences from global (world). Therefore,each vertex that is read from the path object(local coordinate) just needs to be summed tothe path position to give the globalcoordinate. By the way, all coordinates will bestored as “list” variables named “verts”.

Make the “line” object call the “readVerts.py”script (Don’t forget to make this sensor callthis script repeatedly by pressing the “…”button in front of the sensor, otherwise thecoordinate data will not update if you call thescript just once when the path moves).
Create a script called “control.py”which hasthese 3 functions:

* initMove() function : used to initialize
movement state.
* key() function : used to receive up arrow and
down arrow key from user to update movement
state.
* addPart2Scene() function : use to read each
tank tread from layer 2 into layer 1
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Create a script called “initwheel.py”. I use thisscript to read all the wheel objects a into listvariable called “wheel” (line 6 from the pythoncode, I use a short term assignment with listvariables by using a “for loop” to read allobjects whose names start with “wheel”).

Next, connect a logic brick into the “line”object as shown in Figure 7

Create a script called “initpart.py”. I use thisscript to initialize the variable “i” by readingthe last 2 positions of an object by using itsname which is used to assign the position ofeach tread part (this is important as I’lleventually create 32 duplicates of the“tread_part.000” whose names will be“tread_part.000” through “tread_part.032”).After this, assume i=0 to make the tutorialeasier to understand.
First, look at lines 17-20. This is where Iinitialize the tread part position by readingverts[0] and assigning i1=i , i2=i+1. In lines 22-31, I make each tread part rotatable when

running along the curve of the path. Theproblem is “How many degrees does thattread part have to rotate in each position ofthe curve?” The solution is to find the slope ofthe line between the current vertex and thenext one, convert the slope into radians (m =arctanθ), and finally convert the radians todegrees.
Now let’s examine lines 34-40. The tread parthad the wrong rotation at some point in thepath because it can only rotate in quatrain 1and 2. The solution is to add or subtract 180at the point that had the wrong rotation bychecking the localY and localZ variable.
Finally, line 42. Rotate the tread part by anamount of “degrees”. So each tread part callsthis script only once when starting up.
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Create a script called “followline.py”. Thisscript has functions like the“initpart.py” scriptbut the difference is that the tread part willcall this script repeatedly and check whetherto run forward or run backward.

Make the “tread_part.000” object call the“followline.py” and “initpart.py” scripts bycreating a logicbrick and adding theproperties shown in Figure 8
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Next, I’ve duplicated the “tread_part.000”object until I had 33 objects. You can eitherpress duplicate (shift+d) 32 times or you cando this via a python script.
Create a script called “inittread.py”. When Ipress spacebar, this script will duplicate thetread part 32 times. When released, the script

will delete the logic brick setthat calls this script (becauseI use this script only once).Otherwise I just have todelete the logic bricks thatcall this script manually for33 objects.
After running the script “inittread.py”, I’ll get32 duplicates of the “tread_part.000” (givingme a total of 33 objects) named“tread_part.000” through to “tread_part.032”.Next, move all the tread sets to layer 2.

Go to layer 1, create an Empty object andmake the logic brick call the module“addPart2Scene” in the “control.py” script. Thiswill read each tread part in layer 2 and assignit to an “Edit Object” actuator in “Add Object”mode for 33 objects.
Finally, make the logic brick connection asshown in Figure 9
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The most practical way to learnhow to rig 3D models inBlender is to start with a basicand simple exercise. Thefollowing is a tutorial writtenfor novices that want to learnthis beautiful art. Rigging a fishisn’t that difficult and this willgive us the basic knowledge to utilizethe technique.
We begin by loading our scene with afish model created previously for thistutorial. Do this by going toFile>>Append (Shift F1) and look forthe file: “Fish.blend”where we can findthe 3D creation. To make it moreinteresting, I opted to model aCelacanto, a true living fossil. Onceloaded, we save the scene.
It is now time to add a Bone for ourfish which we do by going Add>>Armature>> Single Bone. The Bonehas a body in the form of anOctahedron, a root (represented by aball at the wider end of the body), andthe tip (represented by a ball at thenarrow end of the body). Both the tipand root can be selected separately.The whole bone can be selected by

clicking in the centre of the Bone.
Move the bone in such a way that thetip is amid the head of the fish, behindits eyes as shown in the picture.
Give a name to the Bone so you can

identify it from the rest of your Bones.“Main”would be an appropriatename. In the panelon your right, lookfor the Bone panelrepresented by thesmall bone. Therewill be a field thereto allow to youchange the nameof this bone from“Bone” to “Main.”
Let us continueadding bones to our scene. This timewe will make them by means ofextrusion. Select the tip of the mainBone and with the E key, extrude theBone that will move the head. Changethe name of this Bone to “Head”.
We select the tip of the “Main” Bone

again and extrude another bone awayfrom the “Head” Bone with the E key.We repeat the process until we havegiven the body of the fish severalBones that end at the tail (four intotal). We assign the names: “Bone 1”through to “Bone 4” for these Bones.

From the Main Bone extrude oneBone, then another to give us theBone that will move the front upperfin. We will call this second Bone “Fin1”. From Bone 2 extrude two sets ofBones that will connect with theBones that will work the rear upperand rear lower fins. Name theseBones “Fin 2” and “Fin 3” respectively.Notice that we eliminate the Bonesthat connect Bone 2 with the Fin 2 and3 (see figure).

We assign the other bones to theremaining fins in a similar way and

by - Osman Acasio
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place them in the appropriate locations. Makesure you select the intermediate Bonesbetween the fins and the Main Bone andeliminate them one by one. From the tip ofBone 1, extrude two more Bones for the body.From the tip of Bone 3, extrude two moreBones for the fins of the tail. The result shouldlook similar to the following image.

It is now time to give a name to our skeleton.We go to the Object panel represented by anorange cube. In the field that shows“Armature”we substitute it for “Fish Bone.” Aquite appropriate name.

With all the bones intheir place, we nowhave to prepare themesh of the fish tounite it to theskeleton. It isnecessary to abandonthe Edit Mode through[TAB]. Select the meshof the Celacanto, andlook for the“Modifiers” panel(represented by awrench). In “AddModifiers”we assignthe option Armatureand in the field objectwe select “Fish Bone”.
After this procedure,when you select theskeleton while in Posemode, moving a bonewill move the skin ofthe fish. Someimperfections can be corrected easily bytoggling the “Envelope” option in theArmature panel.
We adjust the envelope in such a way that itcovers the whole geometry of the fish by

scaling the root of the bones with the S key inEdit Mode.
If done correctly, the envelopes will look liketin the figure.
Our clever fish can now recover life throughthe technique of animation and swim andtravel in underwater environments generatedby computer

www.proyectoacasio.blogspot.com
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In this article we describe theimplementation process inBlender of a new intuitive bodyrig we developed. Our goal is toprovide an alternative to thecommon character animationtechniques. For instance, ourrig is very animator-friendlybecause it mimics forward and inversekinematics with no need for FK/IKcontrol switches or FK/IK matching. Italso allows character posing as ifdoing drag and drop, causing anaugmented feeling of control inanimation.

The rig works by freely selecting,dragging and positioning the controlsof the hip, waist, hands, elbows, feetand knees. Rotation is only used in thejoints of the hip, waist, hands and feetto achieve specific poses. Figure 1shows the 3D model of a character (1)previously developed in our researchgroup (the Porto Interactive Center)which is now used for testing the bodyrig (2) we developed for testingpurposes.

The hip, waist, spine and head use asingle-bone based hierarchy. The armsand legs use two overlapping bonebased hierarchies, one is the controlbones and the other is the guidebones. The purpose of the first is tocontrol the mesh of the characterthrough skinning with squash andstretch abilities. The purpose of thesecond is to mimic the behavior of thefirst but not using any squash andstretch. The guide bones alwaysmaintain their initial proportion, whichis anatomically correct. The goal is forthe user to operate on the controlbones (colored in yellow) using theguide bones (the joints colored in red)as a visual aid for anatomicalcharacter posing. The user can also doarm and forearm hinge rotation byoperating on the purple bones.

The control bones hierarchy is the onethe user will be manipulating in orderto animate the character. The'elbow.L' bone allows positioning ofthe left elbow and 'wrist.L' allowspositioning and rotating of the lefthand. These will be used morefrequently although the user can alsorotate bones 'arm.L' and 'forearm.L'for a more accurate hinge. Table 1shows the parent-child relationshipsfor the control bones hierarchy seenin Figure 2.

Following this, we assign the StretchTo constraint type to the 'arm.L' and

by - Pedro Bastos ,Xenxo Alvarez &Veronica Orvalho
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'forearm.L' bones making sure their targetsare the 'elbow.L' and 'wrist.L' bonesrespectively. This allows the control bones tohave squash and stretch abilities. Be sure todefine the armature object in the constraintparameters in order to have access to thetarget bones, as seen in Figure 3.

Now we can move on to the creation andconfiguration of the guide bones in the rig.Figure 4 shows the left arm guide boneshierarchy seen from the front view. Thishierarchy must match the control boneshierarchy (overlapping it). Notice that'clavicle.L' bone is not to be duplicated and isshown in Figures 2 and 4 only as a visualreference for better visualizing the entire arm.
For naming the guide bones hierarchy wechose to use the prefixes 'Dist' and 'DistTip'because the purpose of this bone hierarchy isto let the user know the anatomical distancethat should not be exceeded whenmanipulating the control bones. Table 2shows the parent-child relationships for the

guide bones hierarchy seen in Figure 4.

Following this, we assign the Copy Rotationconstraint type to the 'armDist.L' and'forearmDist.L' bones making sure theirtargets are the 'arm.L' and 'forearm.L' bonesrespectively as shown in Figure 5.
The setup in Figure 5 allows the guide boneshierarchy to mimic the rotation angles of thearm and forearm control bones hierarchy. Buthow will the user have a clear notion of thecorrect anatomical position of the elbow andwrist? This is due to the positions of the'armDistTip.L' and 'forearmDistTip.L' bones inthe guide bones hierarchy. These two bonesare connected children of the 'armDist.L' and'forearmDist.L' bones.

To keep the bones visually appealing for theanimator we use custom shapes and threebone colors: yellow, purple and red. Figure 6illustrates the end result for the left arm rig.

The skinning of the rig of the arm with themesh of the character is done for only thefollowing control bones in the rig: 'clavicle.L','arm.L', 'forearm.L' and 'hand.L'.
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The body rig method described in this articleis straightforward and flexible, causing afeeling of drag and drop operability. The rig ispleasant for the user because it is accessibleand flexible, resembling the handling of apuppet. It requires the user to get adapted toit because it generates animation curves thatthe experienced animator may find differentfor tweaking. Nonetheless, we believe ourcontrol structure enriches characteranimation because it produces fast characteranimation results with augmented control.The rig is adaptable to different bodymorphologies with only minor adjustments.And the rig supports squash and stretchwhich is ideal for cartoon characters.Furthermore, the rig can easily be extended tothe entire body, namely to fingers and toes.
We anticipate improvements such asconstraining the control bones to the guidebones when the user may require enhancedjoint positioning. We didn't worry too muchabout the custom shapes; X-Ray could beprevented to make it easier to understand thevisual controls.
We provide a video showing animation testsof the rig and a walk cycle for the characterthat we were able to build in less time andwith less effort than using common methods.

In parallel to this article we submitted a

theoretical approach of using our body rig formotion capture to the VERE PhD Symposium,online at http://www.vereproject.eu/.
For this issue of the BlenderArt magazine wechose to have a highly technical and lesstheoretical approach; more specific forcharacter animation. We thank Teresa Vieirafor the character design concept. If you haveany questions e-mail us atptbbastos@gmail.com.

http://www.vereproject.eu/symposium
mailto:ptbbastos@gmail.com
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I found Blender 3 years agoand liked it very much. I foundthat Blender, as open sourcesoftware has its own potentialwhich other proprietarysoftware doesn’t have.
But for animation, I must say itdoesn’t matter which software you useuntil you know what to achieve andhow to actually do it. To learnanimation with Blender is damn easy,trust me..... you just need to useproper techniques.

In this very first article we are notgoing to talk about skilled characteranimation, we are going to talk aboutsome very basic and beginner things.Because if you don’t have your basicsclear, you wont be able to do goodquality animations.
So I have heard this many times:

* to do better animation you need good
sketching skills
* to make it even better, you need good
acting skills
* and to take it to another level you also
need some good 2D animation skills

Aaahh! I don’t even have one of these ....
what are you talking about man?

If you do know these skills then itwould be an advantage for you, but ifyou don’t then there’s no need toworry .... You can still animate like theexperts ... the learning method willjust be different ... that’s it.
Before we start the animation, it’simportant to think how you will set upyour mind and what you will need.Always think positive while workingand get references and inspirationfrom some good movies and cartoons.
Back to the topic:
So basically what you will need tolearn is:

1. timing and spacing
2. stretch and squash
3. arcs
4. follow through
5. moving hold

6. recoil
7. anticipation
8. overlap
9. line of action
10. breaking joints
11. exaggeration
12. expression

These are the main things, but don’tbe afraid. They all are related to eachother so there will come a time whereyou never have to be reminded of allof these principles. You'll just do itwith your own creativity andknowledge.
Let’s start with timing and spacing asit's one of the most importantprinciples. You can only go furtherafter you have learned it perfectly,otherwise you'll mess up on the otherprinciples too. Many people getconfused by timing and spacing asthey are different things. It's better totry some examples than just trying tounderstand it theoretically and gettingconfused.
In every book and tut… I mostly seethis coin example:

It's very good but I honestly don’t likethat one, so here we will see the sametechnique but with a different

by - Pratik Solanki
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example.. hope this helps more.
In the diagram we have our car going fromhome to a parking lot.

This a very simple example, easy tounderstand and quite fun to learn. Imaginethat you have your car at home and you wantto drive it to a parking lot. What you would dois start your car, drive slowly out of the garageand then race your car on the open road likeno one can stop you. Finally you brake to parkyour car at the parking lot and then slowlypark in a parking space.
So that's how this thing happens. You nowhave one thing clear in your mind; how thecar will move from one point (your home) toanother (parking lot). Now let’s decide timing.

if the action is faster then your timing is short
if the action is slower then your timing is longer

Timing is something which you neverunderstand from examples, so you have to tryit based on your own sense of timing which isnot that hard. To do that you can take a toycar or a ball and pass it from one point toanother and note down that timing with a

stopwatch. In this way you get your timing.See? It’s easy and the next part is way moreexciting than this one.

Now we will decide spacing. Spacing is one ofthe most important things in animation, butbefore we jump right in, keep in mind that weare not going to open Blender just yet. We willmove to Blender after spacing has beendecided.

Proper spacing gives your animation verygood ease-in and ease-out. Sometimes it’svery helpful to register poses and give weightto your animation.
Anyway, let's have a look at our car example.We have our very own car going from home toa parking lot. While working on your spacing,remember that whenever an object movesfrom one point to another point, it alwaysstarts with a slow speed then attainsmaximum speed at the middle and then stopswith slow speed at the end.
In our car example it happens something likethis:

The car starts slowly, gets up to speed andthen eases in slowly at the end. But in thispicture you can see lots of pictures when thecar starts and stops and very few in themiddle when the car has some speed.
From this we come to know that faster objectsneed very few keys and slower objects needlots of keys. That's how we did this in 2D.
But don't forget we have the power of 3D andwe have a very powerful thing called Blender.
Let's have a look at thesame example with adifferent perspective.
So now we use Blenderand it means we don’tneed to setup this manykeys, because all 3Dsoftware sets the in-between keys very well.
But we have all heardlots of times peoplesaying that, “Hey don’t ever trust the PC, itsets all the keys wrong. huh .. I hate that idiotbox.”
Look its not true everyone. If you make yourPC do the wrong thing then it will, but if youput some effort in and proper keys on propertiming then you will surely be surprised by theend result.
Ok, now I'm using Blender but how will I setup my keys like that?
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Well, you need somebasic 2D knowledge toset your keys like thatright?
Naaaaaaahh I don’t thinkso, don't ever think likethat. In 2D animation it’s much harder than itseems. It will take lots of time to achieve asense of spacing. But if you wanna make it in3D we have some cool tricks to make it easier.
Let's assume we have a car model in Blender.
Just have a look at thespacing and forget timingfor awhile. Set your 1stkey on your 1st framethen move the car bitfurther and placeanother key on the 20thframe.
Now the car is traveling from one place toanother place in 20 frames. Our 1st key andour 20th key are our contact poses.

A contact pose is how you learn what’s goingon in the story. It’s a simple way of showingour story in pictures.
Ok, now it’s time to add a breakdown key. Abreakdown key is a key that gives your

animation a flow. A breakdown key describeshow to reach from one contact pose toanother with a perfect arc and it lets youraudience understand the movement better.Without it our animation looks flat and linearwhich we don’t want.
So let’s add a breakdown key.

Keep in mind that breakdown keys are alwaysin the middle of two contact poses. So wehave our breakdown key on the 10th frame.
After adding a breakdown key, let's add “in-between” keys that we will call IB.
IB keys gives your animation smoothness. It’svery important for ease-in and ease-out andmany other principles too.
Have a look at this image.

We have added IB keys on the 5th and 15thframe. IB keys are always in the middle ofbreakdown and contact keys. So now youhave only five keys. See how easy it was.
I know, I know, you must say something like:“Hey man, it's not working, we are not gettingthat motion you described in the spacing

section”.
Ok so here is the trick.
Trick:

So you started with something like this.

And now the magnet is attracting your nextpose so it would be something like this.

So when we combine our frames with thisimage we will get something like this.

You can see that the pose on the 5th frame isattracted to the 1st pose and the same ishappening with the next IB key (#15). It’sattracted to the next contact (#20).
So in a simple way. On your 5th frame, setyour pose in middle of the 1st and 5th framesdistance and do the same thing with 15th and
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20th. From this you will get surely fluid actionin only 5 keys.

I hope this helps, remember practice thisprinciple daily. Take 3-5 contact poses andthink like they are magnets attracting all theIBs. You will surely learn a lot.
You might find this tutorial different fromothers, maybe because I'm self taught, butdon’t worry I'm learning it in my way and italways works for me and I hope it will workfor you too.
In the next tutorial I will show you how to do abouncing ball, because many people arealways falling down at the bouncing ball. Justchange your learning method and learn it inyour way. You will definitely get how to dothat. Or else I'll show you hehe. It's a veryimportant thing for character animation
Hope you like thisarticle.
cya
tc
Pratik Solanki

www.dragoneex.com
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As an artist you might think thatpython scripting is acomplicated and boring task,but this is far from the truth. Ifyou know a few basic principlesit isn’t very hard to do and itcan actually save you time ondoing boring tasks. Moreover, iteven enables you to achieve resultsthat are near-impossible withoutscripting.
This tutorial gives you a firstintroduction to python scripting inBlender and will enable you to startwriting your own scripts. Therefore itwill mainly focus on general methodsof writing a script, which you can usein all kind of situations.
Note: if you wish to skip the firsttechnical introduction you can startreading at Phase 2 and refer back toPhase 1 if there is something you don’tunderstand. However if you have noexperience with Python I suggest youstart at Phase 1.

The script we’re going to write is a

utility script for modellers. Whenmodelling from a reference, it’s usefulto have a background image.Unfortunately Blender doesn’t allowyou to easily toggle between two ormore opacity values for these images.So let’s add this functionalityourselves.

To start things, we have to set up aBlender scene that has somebackground figures. You can use[file1.blend] as a base to follow alongwith this tutorial. This file has twobackground figures, one for the topview and one for the front view.
We could start a new script fromscratch, but let’s make things easierfor ourselves and use one of thetemplates that Blender has: Text >>Script Templates >> OperatorSimple
Remove the last 2 lines, at which a testcall is defined.
Let’s take a moment to see how thescript is structured and what it

currently does. As shown in figure 1,the script can be divided into 5 parts.
Part 1 is needed to get access toBlender’s functionality in Python.Below part 1 we get several codeblocks that start with either class ordef, respectively defining new classesand new functions. To understand thescript, we can skip these blocks for themoment as they aren’t called yet,they’re just being defined.
This brings us to the final part (part 5),where you can see that if __name__ isequal to “__main__”, the register()function is called. The important thingto remember is that in Blender thiscondition is only met when the scriptis run from the text-editor.

by - Bart Crouch

Box1. In Python the level of indentation
is important. Changing the level of
indentation will change, or even break,
the script.
An easy way to remember is that
whenever you use a colon (:) the next line
has to have an extra level of indentation.
By convention we use 4 whitespaces as
one level of indentation in Blender.
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You can run the script by pressing the RunScript button in the header, or by pressing[Alt + P].
When the condition in part 5 is met, it calls theregister function, defined in part 4. Thisconsists of the line:

bpy.utilis.register_class(SimpleOperator)
This calls the register_class function which ispart of the utils module, which in turn is partof the bpy module (which we imported in part1). This function registers our own operator,or panel or menu, with Blender. Enabling usto use our custom code inside Blender. Theoperator we make it register is defined in part3.
Part 3 is where things get interesting. So farwe’ve only seen code that is basically the samefor all functionality you want to add toBlender, but what we write in our customoperator defines the new functionality. Whatfollows is some explanation about therequired parts for defining an operator:
The bpy.types.Operator argument (line 9) tellsPython that we are subclassing from Blender’sdefault operator struct. For instance, If youwanted to create a panel instead of anoperator, you’d have to subclass frombpy.types.Panel.
bl_idname and bl_label are respectively theofficial name Blender uses inside its RNAstructure and the name displayed to users.
The poll() definition is optional and defines if

the operator can be used or not. If it returns avalue of True, the operator can used. If itreturns False, the operator can’t be used. Inthis case it checks if there is an active object.For more information on Python syntax, likethe comparison sign != , read box 3.
Finally the execute() function is executedwhen you call the operator. The final line (line20) is obligatory, but before that you can doanything you want. In this case we call themain() function.

The current main() function in part 2 prints allobjects in the scene to the console. This isn’twhat we want, but we’ll change that in phase2.
Let’s first have a look at how we can test ourcode. The first critical step is to run the code[Alt + P], if you haven’t done so yet.
To run the operator, move your mouse to the3d-view and open the search menu[spacebar]. Search for Simple ObjectOperator, the name we defined at line 12, andclick it. Nothing seems to have happened, but

if you look at the console (see box 2), you’llsee that all objects are displayed over there.

You can use [file2.blend] to start from here.
It’s time to stop analysing the existing scriptand write our own functionality. As a firststep, remove the content of the main()function. So delete lines 5 and 6.
We want to change the opacity of thebackground figures, so the first step is to findout where that information is stored. If welook at Blender’s User Interface (figure 2), wefind BackgroundImage.opacity. So opacity is aproperty of BackgroundImage. The problemis, where to find BackgroundImage? This canbe solved by paying a visit to the APIdocumentation. You can enter your searchterm at theQuick searchbox on the rightof the page. Seefigure 3.
At the resultspage look fortheBackgroundImage entry thathas bpy_structbetweenbrackets. Thismeans that it issubclassed from

Box2: For easier code writing, enable the
display of line numbers and syntax
highlighting. This can be done in the header,
see the image below.

To get feedback on errors it’s useful to also
enable the console. This can be done in the
info header: Help >> Toggle System Console.
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bpy_struct, which is the base class from whichall types in Blender are subclassed. This alsoholds true if you are looking for other types.
When you arrive at the correct page, there aretwo important places to look for further clues.The first is at the top of the page, where itstates the base classes. The second place is atthe bottom of the page, where it displays thereferences. For BackgroundImage there areno interesting base classes, just the basicbpy_struct class. At References you can seethat the background figures are stored as partof the SpaceView3D. Follow the link.
At the top of the page you can see that Spaceis one of the base classes of SpaceView3D.This makes sense as the 3d view space is atype of space.
So let’s take a look at the Space entry.
The Space type has no base classes, exceptfrom bpy_struct, which we’ll ignore. AtReferences we find an interesting bit:Context.space_data. This is interesting,because the context is something we havesimple access to. We even already have itincluded as an argument in the main()function at line 4.
Note: the part between brackets for functionsare arguments, for classes it is subclasses.
So let’s summarise:

Opacity is a property of BackgroundImage
Background figures are stored in SpaceView3D.

SpaceView3D is a Space.
The current space can be found in the context
Or:
Context -> Space -> Background figures

Now let’s turn this into code. Write thefollowing as part of the main() function:
for figure in
context.space_data.background_figures:
print(figure.opacity)

Run the Script and test it by executing it viathe search menu. If you’re using the exampleblend-file it should now have printed 0.5 tothe console twice, which is what we’reexpecting.
The next step is to change the opacity insteadof just printing it. Let’s say we want to togglethe opacity of the figures between 0.1 and 0.5.So first we check the current opacity andbased on that we change it. This is done byusing an if/else structure. Replace the print()statement with the following and mind theindentation when you’re adding it to your ownscript.

You might find it strange that we’re checkingfor values smaller than 0.11 (instead of 0.1),but this has to do with floating point accuracy.There is no need to dive into this technicalsubject, but the important thing to remember

Box3: Python syntax can be confusing when youstart. Below you can find a quick list to help you out.

Basic elements
42 Integer
42.05 Float (has decimals)
“42” String (text, can’t be used incalculations)
True, False Booleans
# 42 Comment, ignored by Python
def(): Define a new function
[1, 2, 3] List (with 3 integers)
print() Print the value of a variable

Operations and variables
+ Sum of numbers (floats, integers),or concatenate string
- Subtract numbers
* Multiply
/ Divide
All of these can be used in combination with = to dooperations on existing variables. So you get:
+=, -=, *= and /=
Example:
foo = 7
bar = 6
foo *= bar
print(foo)
# prints 42 to the console (see box 2)

Comparing
< Less than
<= Less than or equal
> Greater than

http://www.blender.org/documentation/blender_python_api_2_57_1/bpy.types.BackgroundImage.html
http://www.blender.org/documentation/blender_python_api_2_57_1/bpy.types.SpaceView3D.html#bpy.types.SpaceView3D.background_images
http://www.blender.org/documentation/blender_python_api_2_57_1/bpy.types.Space.html#bpy.types.Space
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is that floats aren’t 100% accurate. They mighthave a small deviation. So 0.1 could actuallybe 0.1000001.
If you test the script it should now already dowhat you want. We still have some cleaning todo like changing the operator name. You cantry this yourself and compare it with the codein [file3.blend].

For following this phase, I highly recommend

using [file3.blend] as a base.
We now have an operator that does what wewant, but accessing it via the search menuisn’t very convenient. Let’s add a hotkey forthe operator. For simplicity we’ll use Q as ahotkey, as it’s still free in the default keymap.
Add the following 3 lines to the register()function.

You can deduce these lines as we did in Phase2, by starting with KeyMapItem as a searchterm. You can also just copy/paste these linesin any script you need. You can use[script2.py] for finding all the internal namesof the different keymaps. In our example: ‘3DView’.
If we run the script now, we can test it bysimply using the hotkey [Q].
As a final touch we’ll add a button from whichthe operator can be executed. For this scriptthe hotkey access is much easier, but for someof your own scripts a button might be moreuseful.
Adding a button is done by appending orprepending a custom function to the drawfunction of an existing panel. We want toprepend it to the Background Images panel,but for that we need Blender’s internal nameof that panel. We can find this by opening theUser Interface script. Go to Text >> Open Text

Block and navigate to your 2.57 folder. This isusually located in the folder where youinstalled Blender. Navigate to scripts >>startup >> bl_ui and open the script thatcontains the panel you need. In our casespace_view3d.py.
Doing a search for background, [Ctrl + F], youcan find the name of the panel class at line2199 (might vary for your version of Blender):

The next step is to incorporate this into ourscript. First define a new function which we’llprepend to the panel. Define this above theregister() function.

You can find the different options for thelayout at this API page. The final thing to do isprepending this function to the panel. If youlook at the API page of the Panel class, you’llnotice 3 class methods at the bottom: append,prepend and remove. We’ll use prepend() toadd our button. Addthis to our register()function.

>= Greater than or equal
== Equal
!= Inequal

Flow control
foo = 3.14
bar = 42
if foo < bar:

print("small foo")
else:

print("big foo")

my_list = [42, “hello”, 3.14]
for i in my_list:

print(i)

counter = 1
while counter <= 10:

print(counter)
counter += 1ole.



We are done now and can use the newlycreated button to call our custom operator.

You can find the final script in [file4.blend] andas [script1.py].
So what to do now? There are several changesyou could make to the script. For instance youcould try to make it toggle between 3 values,instead of just 2. You can find an example ofthis in [script3.py].
If you want to increase your experience, youcould also try to write a new script. I’d suggestwriting a script to mass toggle the displayingof object names. And for an extra challenge:have it only work on selected objects.

You can take a look at [script4.py] to see apossible way of doing this.
If you get stuck on something while writingyour script, there are several resources youcan consult. Box 4 displays several of them
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Links:
There are several useful websites you can use
for scripting.
API reference : Essential for scripting, can be
accessed from Help >> Python API Reference
Python : Official Python documentation
BlenderArtists : Python support forum
For realtime help and feedback you can also
join #blenderpython on Freenode at IRC.

Bart Crouch
Website:
http://sites.google.com/site/bartiuscrouch/

http://sites.google.com/site/bartiuscrouch/
http://blenderartists.org/forum/forumdisplay.php?11
http://docs.python.org/py3k/library/index.html
http://www.blender.org/documentation/blender_python_api_2_57_1/
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BlenRig is an Auto Rigging &Skinning System for the Blender2.5+ series created by JuanPablo Bouza (jpbouza). Itfeatures an adjustable rigwhose proportions can bechanged to fit existing models,or to create a new characterbased on a previously rigged mesh.

The system consists ofan Armature and astrategically modeledMesh Deform bodycage. This allows theuser to be able to skincharacters with verylittle or no weightpainting at all.

This rig was built up exclusively withBlender’s default constraints anddrivers, but there is an additionalBlender Addon (by Bart Crouch) thatcan be installed in order to be able toaccess a dedicated GUI. From hereyou can directlymanipulate thedifferent controlmodes of the rig(FK, IK, Hingeand Stretchycontrols) andseveral extrafunctionalities,like the RigBaking buttons.

For therelease ofBlenRig 4,Juan Pablocreated 3fullyriggedcharacterexamples.All 3charactersareavailable fordownload under a Creative CommonsLicense at: www.jpbouza.com andalso at BlendSwap.

Apart from this, the good news is thatBlenRig 4 also has 5 video tutorialsthat can be found here: Or at Youtubeand Vimeo.

Addon installation and rigmanipulation

by - Juan Pablo Bouza

http://sites.google.com/site/bartiuscrouch/
http://www.jpbouza.com.ar/wp/downloads/blenrig/current-release/blenrig-4-0/
http://jpbouza.com.ar/wp/tutorials/blenrig4/
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Rig retargeting and auto-skinning

Fast Rig and Model re-proportioning,resulting in a new auto-rigged character

Totally optional and experimental FacialRig
The main goals of the BlenRig project are:
* Having a fast and easy way to rigcharacters
* Delivering correct and complexdeformations out of the box
* Having a rig that can provide flexiblecontrols

* Having a user friendly system

http://sourceforge.net/projects/insight3dng/
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When Animation Mentor firstreleased its Bishop rig to itsstudents in March 2005, he hada fresh new look. Bishop wasexciting for industryprofessionals and students asmost animators used a limitedstock of free rigs that wereavailable to everyone. Five years —and more than 1,000 graduates later— all of the completed acting testsand short films using Bishop started togive him that dated feel. After all, hewas the rig on all student reels andshowcases.

We knew an updated rig was in orderand as we started the process ofenvisioning what that would be. Butone thing was for sure: The Bishop rigwas a super solid rig as AnimationMentor students had spent yearsanimating it. In fact, mentors andstudents offered constant feedback tomake the Bishop rig quite versatile,simple and user friendly. For all thesereasons, we decided to build uponwhat we had instead of reinventing

the wheel. That’s when Bishop 2.0came to life.

We first talked about morphable rigsand researched different methods onhow to best accomplish this — but inthe end, we decided to use acombination of blend shapes anddeformers.

Step one: Create and setup some basichead and body blend shape targets asa proof of concept. In addition to ourteam in the office, we worked withAnimation Mentor alumnus, KeithRibbons, to create the first few headand face shapes. We created facialtransition tests. Then we created twoshort tests showing the rig morphingfrom one rig to another — forexample, changing the noses,changing the body shapes and evenchanging from a woman to a man!Once we created a successful proof ofconcept, the excitement set in and wegot to work on creating Bishop 2.0.

From noses, lips, chins, head shapes,brow shapes, hips, bellies, legs, arms,chests — we created over 100 newtargets for each new shape!

We learned a few valuable lessonsalong the way— none moreimportant than running “smoke tests.”Early on, we would spend a couple ofweeks in rig development, only to findthat we needed to start from scratchdue to a small issue we hadn’t caught,such as:
Too many faces. A blend shape target
had too many faces and therefore did
not match up.
Heavy weight. A new blend shape
improperly influenced weighting on one
part of the original rig.

by - Alexiss Dawn Memmott

www.animationmentor.com


Super-sized files. The file size balloons and brings
the computer to a sudden halt. (But this did
produce the aha moment! That is, we learned that
importing past geometry included unneeded
items such as thousands of light links!)

To resolve these types of issues, we created afew different scripts that we ran as smoketests on the rig. Every day, we would put therig in a pose that used every control. Wewanted to push the extremes to ensure thatour animators could confidently pose the rigwithout the risk of the geometry exploding.Smoke tests are key for anyone in rigdevelopment.

We do all of this work so that our students canfocus on animation, and not worry about theother elements involved in the pipeline. Inrigging, it’s easy to add a ton of controls toaccount for every possible option — but thismakes the rig clunky, slow and confusing to

use. Our number one goal was to create a rigthat would open up various new characterdesigns for our students, maintain the ease ofuse of the rig and make the new process ofcreating a character quick and simple.
Accomplishing the goal also brought on newchallenges, such as keeping the file size down.Each article of clothing and blend shape targetcontributes to the file size. Through a series ofscripts, and with the help of our partners andfriends at AnimationRigs.com, we created asolution that guides the user through thecharacter creation process. Here, students canresource a single panel to create a newcharacter and be ready to animate in just afew minutes.

With Bishop 2.0, we did not create a new rigfrom scratch. We added to the solid base thatwe had already built. The new blend shapetargets, clothing geometry, wigs and glasseshave opened up the possibilities for variouscharacter designs for our students andalumni. And all while enhancing an already

great user experience with respect to file size,loading times, ease of use and simplicitycombined with versatility
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Alexiss Dawn Memmott – bio
Alexiss is the content administrator and ananimator at Animation Mentor in Emeryville,California. She started her university studies atBrigham Young University where she received abachelor’s in Psychology in 2006 and thenstarted as a student at Animation Mentor thefollowing January. After finishing her studentshort film 18 months later, she joined the teamat Blue Sky Studios as an animator to work onIce Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs. In January2009, she moved to Lumenas AnimationStudios to work on The Legend of Santa Claus.
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Nathan Vegdahl's Rigify turnedthe Blender world upsidedown. With the addition of anauto rigging macro, a processthat took expert riggers days orweeks can now be reduced to amatter of hours by a n00b. So what'sthe next frontier of rigging? Pimpingyour Rigify rig! Already a number oftutorials have surfaced, showing howto mod Rigify to include face rigs,animal parts, etc.
I used Rigify as a starting point for myCataphract rig, before modifying it tohave lots of crazier anatomy: multipleheads, a tail, squash-and-stretchsplines for the necks, spine and tail,and inverse kinematics (IK)functionality for the neck, spine andtail.
Most projects won't need that level ofcartoony rigging. However, a quickchange to the default Rigify rig can atleast get you rocking out to somestretchiness on your arms and legs.The process is tedious, but thankfullyshort!

Start by using Rigify in the defaultmanner. Add a human meta rig, andin edit mode change the bonelocations around until they fit yourcharacter's frame. Once that's done,on the Object Data properties panel,click "Generate." You've got a rig all setand ready to use. Now let's make itsarms and legs stretchy!
1. On rig layer 19, select MCH-shin_ik.L. Under the bone propertiesmenu in theInverseKinematics tab,change thestretch to .001.Repeat for everyIK bone: shin,thigh, arm,forearm.
2. On rig layer 18, select DEF-upper_arm.L.01. Delete the CopyLocation and Copy Scale constraints.Add a StretchTo constraint. Target:rig.Bone:DEF-forearm.L.01Head/Tail:0,Volume Variation1, volume XZ,andPlane of X. Repeatthis process withDEF-upper_arm.R.01,DEF-thigh.L.01and DEF-thigh.R.01 (but

using their relevant DEF-forearm orDEF-shin Stretch To target)
3. Select DEF-upper_arm.L.02.Go into EditMode, and underthe BoneProperties tab,change its parentto DEF-upper_arm.L.01.Add a Copy Rotation constraint, withtarget: rig and bone: ORG-upper_arm.L. Constraint should affectX, Y and Z withWorldspace/Worldspace selected.Repeat this with DEF-upper_arm.L.02,DEF-thigh.L.02, and DEF-thigh.R.02,using their equivalent new parentsand constraint targets. (in otherwords, the Copy Rotation constrainton DEF-thigh.R.02 is ORG-thigh.R)
4. Select DEF-forearm.L.01. On theBone Properties panel under theRelations tab, turn Inherit Scale OFF.Add a CopyRotationconstraint withtarget: rig, bone:ORG-forearm.L,affecting X/Y/Z inWorldspace/Worldspace. Add a Stretch To constraint,target: rig, bone: Def-hand.L. Set theHead/Tail to 0, Volume Variation to 1,Volume to XZ and Plane to X. Repeat

by - Oscar Baechler



this on DEF-forearm.R.01, DEF-shin.L.01 andDEF-shin.R.01, but with relevant targets. Inother words, DEF-shin.L.01 will copy therotation of ORG-shin.L and Stretch To DEF-foot.L.
5. Select DEF-forearm.L.02. Inedit mode, changeits parent to DEF-forearm.L.01. Onits Damped Trackconstraint, change the target bone to ORG-hand.L. Repeat this process with DEF-forearm.R.02, DEF-shin.L.02, and DEF-shin.R.02 but with relevant changes. In otherwords, DEF-shin.L.02's new parent will be DEF-shin.L.01, and its Damped Track constraint'starget bone will be ORG-foot.L.
That's it! If you are unfamiliar with Rigify youmay have trouble identifying where thechanges happened. Turn on the IK bones andswitch their FK/IK attributes to 1. Now, whenyou move your IK controllers around, thedeform bones stretch to meet them!
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From the introduction:

... a guide to explain just the few
important options needed to get me
started.
"This book does not aim to be exhaustive
and yet it is not written to an overly
simplified manner so as to insult your
intelligence. 3D animation by its very
nature is not simple. What you have with
Beginning Blender is a book that covers a
good range of the many different areas of
Blender, with practical examples to get
you fast-tracked into using those areas."

Lance has produced a greatintroduction to Blender, filled withtips, tricks and techniques guaranteedto get you up to speed with Blender'smost important tools, options andsettings. Lance uses a great style ofwriting that gives the reader a goodfoundation for further exploration andstudy in Blender.
Each chapter focuses on a differentarea of Blender and guides you to themost important tools and options.There are tables, diagrams and callout areas showing key informationthat can be quickly referenced. Theexamples are easy to follow and showhow easy it is to accomplish a varietyof common and a few not so common

tasks in Blender.
In this review I am going to focus onthe two rigging chapters. It is amazinghow much information Lance packedinto these two chapters alone. Andeven if for some bizarre reason youweren't interested in the rest of thebook, these two chapters would stillmake it worth owning.
Chapter 7 covers basic rigging andanimation. Lance covers keyframing,the dopesheet (which was coolbecause I hadn't played with that yet),parenting, the graph editor, pivotpoints (restricting movements), basictracking, bone explanations and basicrigging of a character.
One of the examples for this chapterteaches basic tracking by showing youhow to set up “Eyes that Follow”. Nowthis is a right handy example andsomething that you will find yourselfreferencing for most if not allcharacters.
When you reach the “Rigging a SimpleCharacter” section, Lance walks youthrough a complete (simple) rig set-upincluding weight painting and boneenvelopes. There are clear full colorscreen shots showing what you shouldhave at each stage which makes thischapter a very helpful reference forfuture rigging experiments of yourown. Along the way he shares some

useful rigging tips that makeanimation easier, such as putting alittle bend in joints like elbows andknees.
Once you have gotten comfortablewith basic rigs, it is time to move ontochapter 8, “Advanced Rigging”, whereLance ramps it up a notch.
First off he explains Forward andInverse Kinematics and their uses.There are great examples in thischapter, starting off with an IK arm.You are shown how to set up the armand then walked through setting upconstraints to make it behaveproperly.
Once your arm is set up, Lance thenshows you how create and set acustom bone shape for your new IKarm. We look advanced already.
Next up, there is a walk through of anIK Leg and then a Reverse Foot rig.Now I always liked the Reverse Footrig, but can never get it set up rightwithout step by step instructions. Iprobably still can't even after readingthis (my issue, not Lance's teaching),but no worries, now I have clear stepsand screen shots to follow. SingleBone Finger Controls are next up onthe hit parade with the same attentionto detail as the previous examples. Hemakes the Single Bone Finger Controlslook super easy to set up and even
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by - Sandra Gilbert



easier to animate once made.
These examples make easy work ofcreating some of the more tricky andadvanced rig components and arecovered in a way that makes it easy toflip back and reference them asneeded. Which in my case, is everysingle time I need to build a rig.
Rigs of course are not overly useful ifyou don't know how to animate, soLance takes you through a completewalk cycle. I liked how he sets up hiswalk cycles and the tips he gave alongthe way, especially the little details,like peeling of the feet.
The whole last half of the chapter isdevoted to shape keys and how to usethem to create facial expressions andlip syncing. He has some good imagesof the shapes created showing themost common shapes needed for awide range of emotions and shapesfor lip syncing.
Beginning Blender will be sitting onmy desk for some time to come. Theway it is set up makes it a goodreference guide to a number ofcommon tasks that manage to slip mymind while engrossed in whatever mylatest project is
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Inkscape is an excellent vector toolfor a graphic designer. While it mayhave been true that like all OSSsoftwares the popularity andadaptation was restricted due to nonavailability of information available.Situation for Inkscape was no differentbut now we have lots of booksavailable from different publishers.
The recent book to come out of Packtpublishing's stable is 'Inkscape 0.48Illustrators Cookbook written byMihaela Jurković and Rigel Di Scala.
This is an unusual choice of book title'Illustrators Cookbook', it would appearthat the book is targeted specially atillustrators by the means of topiccovering graphic design for illustratorsbut not quite so this book is generic inapproach towards Inkscape's tool set.
The manner in which the book isprepared is like small how to's forevery feature or tool then progressingwith a interesting and tougher topic,although the text is mostly easy tofollow, does makes it a bit monotonousto read in one go. Surprisingly the bookwas missing a screen-grab of theapplication in question.
Good thing is whatever this book doesit does it thoroughly. The choice oftopics for chapter is again keeping in

line with increasing complexity oftools/features.
Chapter 1 Editing Objects: coversobjects shapes, pen tools andcalligraphic controls etc
Chapter 2 Editing Colors: covers colors,strokes and editing gradients.
Chapter 3 Speeding up your work flow:covers all those support tools in avector design tool illustrator can't leavewithout, like align distribute, grid, guideand snap etc.
Chapter 4 Creating and editing clones:This was the chapter what mostintermediate users will be readingdiligently, it covers clones. tiled cloneand creating patterns out of tiledclones.
Chapter 5 Live path effects: Anotherdelightful read for getting into thedetail of powerful feature set availablein Inkscape to manipulate paths, oneof the most significant toll in any vectordrawing tool.
Chapter 6 Extension: It covers varioustools such as Lsystem generator,3drendering and barcode generatoretc.
Chapter 7 till 11 the book continue withadditional features and recipes. Thereis plenty of action to learn from those.

There are various small how to doswhich excite like patterns, using thenew 3d box tools and rail sleepers toname a few. They give you somethingto look forward to in each chapter.
So who is this book for you might ask,through book mentions its forintermediate to expert I would put it atbeginner to intermediate reason beingthat this book presents itself in amanner more suitable for learn andrefrence.
Its like a compendium of Inkscape 0.48or help book manual if you will whichcan show you how to use this and thatfeature effectively. Just one thing ofcaution before you jump right in, domake sure you can navigate Inkscapeon your own to be able to use theisknowledge effectively.
More power to Inkscape
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by - Gaurav Nawani



- Tutorials explaining Blender features, 3dconcepts,techniques or articles based on the focused theme ofthe issue.
- Reports on useful Blender events throughout theworld.
- Cartoons related to blender world.

- Send us a notification on what you want to writeand we can follow up from there.

- Images should be properly cut and represent thetext appropriately.
- Images should be provided seperately in a foldernamed (images, img or pictures).
- Images should be named/labled likewise (image1 orimg1 etc).
- Provide proper captions for images if and whenneeded.
- Image format prefered is PNG but good quality JPGcan also do.
- You can submit inline images in documents likeDOC or Openoffice ODT etc but make sure theimages were properly names before importing themin docs.

- Images inside a PDF are a strict no, but a pdfdocument with images if provided to show how theauthor wants the formating of doc will beappreciated.
- Make sure that screenshots are clear and readableand the renders should be at least 800px, but not
- Text should be in either ODT, DOC, TXT or HTML.

- Please include the following in your email:
- Name: This can be your full name or blenderartistavtar.
- Photograph: As PNG and maximum width of 256Px.(Only if submitting the article for the first time )
- About yourself: Max 25 words .
- Website: (optional)
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